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‘With shareholders demanding more and more transparency 
and accountability, the non-executive director (non-exec) 
has had to come out of the shadows and become more 
obviously a guardian of corporate governance’, according 
to a report published by Tyzack Partners with Advanced 
Boardroom Excellence. The report, Walking the Tightrope of 
Board Responsibility – a Difficult Balancing Act, looks at the 
increasing demands and pressures on non-execs, considers 
whether too much is expected from them and looks at likely 
increasing problems recruiting non-execs into the financial 
services sector in the future.

The	non-exec	role

The role of the non-exec in UK companies has changed 
significantly over recent years: the commitment to knowledge 
and understanding of the business are becoming considerably 
greater; the legal duties, responsibilities and accountabilities 
should not be underestimated; and new non-execs need 
to understand boardroom dynamics and how to challenge 
effectively. The UK Corporate Governance Code places an 
obligation on a company’s chairman and company secretary 
to arrange tailored developmental training appropriate to the 
business and its strategy. Induction training for new board 
members and ongoing board development are key to effective 
and professional boardroom performance.

Independent	perspective

It is crucial that non-execs have a degree of independence 
from their executive colleagues on a board. Some 
shareholders prefer to bring new non-execs from outside 
the industry in which the company competes to bring a 
fresh perspective, while the absence of previous business 
relationships usually means that non-execs will not have any 
alliances or prejudices likely to affect their independence.

Companies need to appoint non-execs who can add value. 
A strong non-exec can contribute to improvements in a 
company’s performance and profit that far outweigh their 
remuneration. The non-exec role varies from business 
to business, but will focus on areas such as corporate 
governance, financial controls, risk management, monitoring 
the performance of the management team, succession 
planning and remuneration, monitoring executive actions, 
questioning executive decisions and ensuring that the 
company is acting responsibly and in the best interests of 
shareholders and other stakeholders. 

Some respondents raised the issue of independence and long 
tenure but the majority thought that long-term involvement with 
a company improved their knowledge and understanding of its 
affairs, so adding to their effectiveness rather than necessarily 
compromising their independence.

Remuneration

There is a pool of talent willing to be considered for non-exec 
roles but finding a first board role can be difficult and fees are 
not viewed as adequate in respect of the responsibilities and 
commitment, there being a distinct imbalance between reward 
and potential financial and reputational risk. Although fees for 
non-execs have, in recent years, been on an upward trend 
as the regulatory nature of the role has expanded, companies 
are keen to demonstrate restraint in non-exec pay by ensuring 
that any pay rises awarded are not out of kilter with those of 
their wider workforce. With average employees’ pay increases 
limited to inflation in many cases, it is hard for companies to 
justify a higher increase for non-execs. Ownership of stock 
options was only considered appropriate in circumstances 
where they might be exercised once a non-exec had stepped 
down from the board.

Although non-execs have the same legal responsibilities as 
executives, their pay lags behind that of their full-time board 
colleagues and fails to reflect the new realities of their position. 
Whilst most of the respondents thought their reward did not 
reflect the legal and reputational risks they faced and the 
increased responsibilities of their role, they did not think this 
would affect the number of candidates for non-exec positions, 
but some warned that suitable candidates could be deterred 
from applying to join boards, especially of financial services 
firms. Respondents also highlighted the difficulty of finding 
fresh faces, with some criticising search firms for being  
risk-averse when putting forward potential candidates.

Governance	accountability

Incoming regulations designed to make company boards 
more accountable for corporate failings could have a dramatic 
and damaging effect on the diversity of financial services 
businesses and the way their boards are run.

The introduction of the joint Prudential Regulation Authority/
Financial Conduct Authority ‘Senior Managers’ Regime’ in 
2016, which will hold senior managers in financial services 
companies to account for governance and any breaches 
of governance, could act as a deterrent to, and lead to a 
narrowing of, experienced and capable business people 
considering non-exec directorships at leading financial services 
companies. Whether this will have the effect of enhancing 
governance and tackling the issues that concern the 
regulators remains to be seen. The financial services sector 
could be in for a shock when it comes to recruiting new 
blood from 2016 onwards.

For the report go to: http://www.abexcellence.com/walking-the-tightrope-
of-board-responsibility

News

Board responsibility – ‘a difficult balancing act’ 
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‘Boards are positioning themselves to address the challenges  
of the economy, and the wider business and social climate in 
which they operate’, according to the FT–ICSA Boardroom 
Bellwether survey, a twice yearly survey that canvasses the 
views of FTSE 350 company secretaries.

Board	composition	and	evaluation

In general, companies consider their boards to be diverse, 
wider business experience and geographical diversity remaining 
the areas where greatest levels of diversity are seen: in terms  
of wider business experience, 79 per cent of respondents report 
that their board is diverse and in terms of geographical spread, 
57 per cent consider their board to be geographically diverse. 
However, educational background and ethnicity are less of a 
focus, with 46 per cent of respondents feeling that their  
board is diverse in terms of educational background and only 
23 per cent feeling their board to be ethnically diverse.  When 
asked whether the executive pipeline will provide a sustainable 
pool of talented and diverse board members, only 41 per cent 
report that the pipeline is sufficient, 31 per cent feel it is not and 
23 per cent are neutral.

External board evaluation is a significant contributor to 
succession planning and director development and of the 
companies that used external board evaluation in the past year, 
more than three quarters rate it useful and 70 per cent report that 
their board had used the evaluation as a catalyst for change. In 
85 per cent of cases the company secretary had been highly 
involved in the board evaluation process, with 43 per cent of 
respondents rating them as ‘integral’ to the exercise.

Succession	planning

Succession planning is a major consideration for the board and 
the results suggest that more companies should place greater 
importance on the role and contribution of the nomination 
committee. Given the pressure to improve boardroom diversity,  
the nomination committee might be expected to be taking 
a much more active role in planning the future composition 
of the board. Fifty-four per cent of companies have a written 
board succession plan, the majority of plans being reviewed 
annually, but not enough thought seems to be going into the 
selection process. 

Culture	and	employee	development

Board culture and behaviour is coming under more scrutiny and 
the majority of boards do take cultural issues seriously, many 
of them actively consulting with employees. Most respondents 
report attempts to review culture and behaviour throughout the 
organisation, setting the ‘tone from the top’ and influencing 
management and employees is regarded as important.  
Consultation with employees seems to be fairly well embedded:  

only 15 per cent of respondents state that they did not consult 
at all and the vast majority of results are considered at board 
level at least once. However, 25 per cent did not feedback to 
employees at all.

Shareholder	engagement

Frequency of non-exec engagement with the top ten 
shareholders of companies surveyed is quite evenly split and 
shows encouraging increases; two-thirds of respondents 
believe their level of engagement was sufficient. The attitude 
to the influence of proxy advisers is still more negative than 
positive: over 50 per cent of companies that responded feel that 
their influence on shareholder engagement is negative and only 
14 per cent see them as a positive influence. 

A significant number of shareholders still receive hard copy 
communications and 21 per cent of respondents report 
that more than half of their shareholders still request paper 
rather than electronic communication. However, a number of 
companies have made significant progress on shareholder 
communication: 11 per cent of companies now post 
documentation to fewer than five per cent of their shareholders 
and around a quarter of companies to fewer than ten per cent, 
the bulk lying in the 10–25 per cent range.

Risk

Companies vary in their approach to risk reporting and 
management, but the top three risks are economic, operational 
and reputational risks and around three quarters of companies 
still consider the threat of cyber risk to be increasing.  
Seventy-seven per cent of boards receive regular updates 
from a chief risk officer or equivalent, but only 30 per cent of 
companies have a risk committee as a formal committee of the 
board, some boards taking the view that risk is a matter for  
the whole board. 

Social	media

Given the potential impact and risk to reputation of social media, 
the results show more engagement from boards: 57 per cent 
of boards discuss social media; 49 per cent have discussed 
it between one and three times; however, 34 per cent of 
respondents report that their board has never discussed a social 
media policy. Thirty-seven per cent of respondents describe a 
social media strategy as important (or very important) to the board; 
26 per cent describe it as unimportant (or don’t have one) and a 
further 34 per cent as neutral.

For the full report go to: https://www.icsa.org.uk/products-and-
services/knowledge-and-guidance/research/ft-icsa-boardroom-
bellwether

News

FT–ICSA Boardroom Bellwether survey  
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‘As the 2015 proxy season concludes, some key developments 
stand out. Investor engagement on governance is now 
mainstream, the push for proxy access is stronger than ever, 
activist hedge funds are still active and shareholder submissions 
remain high despite increased engagement with companies’, 
according to a new report, Four takeaways from proxy season 
2015, published by EY.

Proxy	access	

The 2015 proxy season was particularly notable for the investor drive 
for proxy access, with around 100 high-profile companies facing 
proxy access proposals, more than four times the number submitted 
in 2014, and more companies are discussing proxy access internally 
and with key shareholders. Proxy access shareholder proposals 
have been very successful: about 60 per cent that went to vote had 
majority support and those that did not secure majority support 
averaged 42 per cent.

The proxy access campaign seems to be a culmination of investors’ 
growing focus on board composition and accountability, investors 
increasingly seeking confirmation that boards have the skill set 
and expertise needed to provide strategic input and oversee risk 
(including environmental and social risks). Investors have also 
pushed for greater gender and ethnic diversity on boards and for 
greater disclosure around director qualifications and elections.

Concerns about board composition and accountability are under 
less scrutiny due to support of structural governance changes 
(majority voting and proxy access) and engagement discussions 
behind the scenes.

Company-investor	engagement

Company-investor engagement on governance topics – and 
disclosure in the proxy statement – is now a mainstream practice, 
with engagement seen at more than half of the Standard & Poor’s 
(S&P) 500 companies, compared with just six per cent five years 
ago. While executive compensation remains a primary engagement 
driver, other governance topics discussed include: board and 
executive leadership; board composition and diversity; sustainability 
practices; and audit committee reporting. Also increasing  
company-shareholder engagement this year are shareholder proxy 
access campaigns and the challenge of activist hedge funds. 

Rather than engagement for engagement’s sake, institutional 
investors are preferring to spend time and resources outside 
the proxy season engaging with companies where they have 
governance concerns or where engagement is necessary for the 
investor to be able to reach a fully-informed voting decision.  Around 
250 S&P companies disclose engagement and of those: 18 per cent 
disclose that board members were involved; 46 per cent disclose 
changes in practice or disclosure as a result of engagement;  
82 per cent disclose changes related to executive pay; 33 per cent 

to governance; 12 per cent to environmental or social practices; 
and seven per cent to general proxy disclosures or format. 

Activist	hedge	funds

The influence of hedge fund activists is rising. At the end of the 
first quarter of 2015, 71 activist campaigns were underway, 
compared with 250 for the whole of 2014. Some companies are 
being proactive in preparing for activist investors including: building 
early warning triggers; preparing a team of internal executives 
and external advisers; assessing vulnerabilities such as business 
portfolio, operational improvements and governance practices; 
and actively engaging with institutional shareholders to build 
relationships and understand their governance interests. When 
companies engage with long-term institutional investors and 
respond to their concerns those investors are better positioned 
to support the company in an activist situation. It is believed by 
some that activism can play a positive role citing, for example, 
benefits on shareholder value: others, though, raise concerns that 
certain changes advocated by activists may only create short-term 
benefits rather than long-term value. 

Shareholder	proposal	submissions	

Shareholder proposal submissions remain high even as companies 
are engaging with investors more on areas of interest, with EY 
tracking 900 shareholder proposals as at the end of the first half of 
2015, compared with 850 a year earlier.

Environmental and social topics continue to dominate shareholder 
proposals in terms of numbers of proposals submitted, 
representing 42 per cent of all shareholder proposal submissions, 
followed by board-focused proposals (27 per cent), anti-takeover/
strategic proposals (16 per cent), compensation proposals  
(14 per cent) and routine proposals (one per cent). The withdrawal 
rate of shareholder proposals has fallen to 26 per cent so far 
this year; around half of shareholder proposals voted on were 
supported by 30 per cent or more of votes cast; and around  
15 per cent of proposals received majority support. 

Communicating and building relationships with key investors 
is increasingly important, both for gaining valuable investor 
insights that may inform company decision-making and for 
helping to secure support for the board. The bar for effective 
communication continues to be raised and there is increasing 
pressure on companies to make engagement meaningful and 
purpose-driven, the key being quality not quantity. Often the 
best time to lay the foundation for engagement is outside the 
proxy season.

For the full report go to: http://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/
EY-four-takeaways-from-proxy-season-2015/$File/EY-four-takeaways-
from-proxy-season-2015.pdf

International

Proxy season developments 
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Global News

Australian	super	funds	take	on	boards	
with no women 
Institutional investors have threatened to vote 
against the re-election of company directors who are 
perpetuating a ‘boys’ club’, ahead of the 2015 AGM 
season, targeting ASX 200 boards with no women. 

The Australian Council of Superannuation Investors 
(ACSI), representing non-profit super funds who manage 
$400 billion, will release a list naming and shaming the 32 
companies in the ASX 200 that have no women directors.

There is growing evidence that links gender diversity with 
improved financial performance in companies, particularly in 
more difficult economic climates. A Credit Suisse report, The 
CS Gender 3000: Women in Senior Management, found that 
greater diversity in boards and management is empirically 
associated with higher returns on equity, higher price to book 
valuations and superior stock price performance.

In February 2015, ACSI formally launched its policy aimed at 
increasing the representation of women on the boards of ASX 
200 companies to at least 30 per cent of all directors by the  
end of 2017. So far in 2015 women represent barely more 

than one director appointment in every four to ASX 200 boards 
implying that, at best, it will be well into the next decade before 
the 30 per cent level is achieved – and assuming a higher 
attrition rate of male than female directors. 

ACSI has now written to the chairmen of the 32 ASX 200 
companies yet to appoint a woman to their boards, and to 
those companies which still have only one female director, to 
raise awareness about gender diversity in corporate Australia 
and warning that unless they acknowledge that an absence of 
women on their boards presents a governance risk, and present 
a credible plan to fix it, they will consider recommending their 
members vote against their next bid for re-election. 

They are also seeking tangible commitments and evidence 
from these companies that they have strategies for achieving 
gender diversity at board level in the near term, rather than the 
sometimes surprisingly vague statements often made to comply 
with ASX Corporate Governance Principles.

ACSI will be reviewing the progress and commitments of boards 
towards increasing the number of women directors.

Updated	CG	guidelines	for	banks		

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision has published 
final updated Guidelines on Corporate Governance 
Principles for Banks. The Guidelines replace the guidance 
published by the Basel Committee in 2010 and follows a 
period of consultation on the revisions at the end of 2014. 

The revised guidance has been issued because the 
thematic review on risk governance that the Financial 
Stability Board undertook in 2013 showed that banks still 
need to improve risk governance frameworks, including 
enhancing the authority and independence of chief risk 
officers, and that national regulators need to improve 
their ability to assess the effectiveness of a bank’s risk 
governance and engage more frequently with the bank’s 
board and risk and audit committees.

The revised principles:

• strengthen the guidance on risk governance, including 
the risk management roles played by business units, risk 
management teams and internal audit and control functions 
(the three lines of defence) and the importance of a sound 
risk culture to drive risk management within a bank;

• expand the guidance on the role of the board of directors 
in overseeing the implementation of effective risk 
management systems;

• emphasise the importance of the board’s collective 
competence as well as the obligation on individual board 
members to dedicate sufficient time to their mandates 
and to remain current on developments in banking;

• provide guidance for bank supervisors in evaluating the 
processes used by banks to select board members and 
senior management; and

• recognise that compensation systems form a key 
component of the governance and incentive structure 
through which the board and senior management of 
a bank convey acceptable risk-taking behaviour and 
reinforce the bank’s operating and risk culture.

Effective corporate governance is critical to the proper 
functioning of the banking sector and the economy as a 
whole. While there is no single approach to good corporate 
governance, the Committee’s revised principles provide 
a framework within which banks and supervisors should 
operate to achieve robust and transparent risk management 
and decision-making and, in so doing, promote public 
confidence and uphold the safety and soundness of the 
banking system.

For the revised Guidelines go to: http://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d328.pdf
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Board term limits

‘A push by corporate governance experts to limit the length 
of time directors can sit on company boards could be 
misguided’, according to research from MSCI, independent 
provider of research-driven insights and tools for institutional 
investors. The report, Entrenched Boards: Director Tenure  
and Performance, examines the recent performance 
characteristics of entrenched boards, where long-tenured 
and aging directors often serve primarily the interests of family 
owners, company founders or other dominant shareholders. 

The analysis showed that companies with longstanding 
board members have outperformed their competitors globally 
over the past five years, weakening established corporate 
governance theory that regular turnover of independent 
directors improves how a company is run and, by implication, 
its performance.

Over the past five years, companies with entrenched  
boards have, on average, significantly outperformed their 
non-entrenched peers. In the US, however, only family  
firms with entrenched boards outperformed and the 
performance of entrenched founder firms generally suffered. 
Performance differences were even greater among emerging 
market companies. 

Entrenched boards are less prevalent in markets such as the UK 
and France where there are more stringent tenure restrictions.  
If US companies adhered to current UK standards for assessing 
director independence, as many as 30 per cent of US companies 
could be deemed to lack sufficient independent majority status. 
The top ten countries with the highest number of entrenched 
boards are: US, Canada, Taiwan, Malaysia, Japan, Thailand, 
Bermuda, Philippines, Singapore and Mexico. They are virtually 
non-existent in the UK, Europe, Australia and New Zealand.

Entrenched boards are also closely associated with certain 
ownership types: both family- and founder-dominated firms in  
both the US and emerging markets. The not only comprise more 
long-tenured and aging directors, but they are also less likely to 
make new appointments in nearly every market.

A number of countries have now adopted director independence 
standards based on length of tenure, effectively reducing the number 
of entrenched boards to be found in those markets. In France 
the standard is quite explicit, with directors no longer qualifying as 
independent once they have served for more than 12 years. The 
UK standard applies a stricter tenure standard, but this may be 
applied on a ‘comply or explain’ basis. US regulators have come 
under pressure from large investor groups to apply limits to board 
tenure and proxy advisers have also begun evaluating board 
independence as part of their company analysis.

Effective	IT	security	governance

‘Information security governance practices are maturing 
in reaction to corporate governance requirements and the 
demands of digital business initiatives’, according to Gartner’s 
latest annual end-user survey for privacy, IT risk management, 
information security, business continuity or regulatory 
compliance. Gartner surveyed 964 respondents in large 
organisations across seven countries.

Increasing awareness of the impact of digital business risks, 
coupled with high levels of publicity regarding cyber security 
incidents, are making IT risk a board-level issue. Seventy-one 
per cent of respondents indicated that IT risk management 
data influences decisions at board level. This also reflects an 
increasing focus on dealing with IT risk as  
a part of corporate governance.

The nature of the reporting lines of the information security team 
is one of the key attributes of effective governance: for about 38 
per cent of the respondents the most senior person responsible 
for information security reports outside the IT organisation, the 
main reason being to improve separation between execution 
and oversight, to increase the corporate profile of the information 
security function and to break the mind-set among employees 
and stakeholders that ‘security is an IT problem’. Organisations 
increasingly recognise that security must be managed as a 
business risk issue and not just as an operational IT issue. 

The seniority level from which security programmes are sponsored 
is also improving: 63 per cent of the respondents indicated that 
they receive sponsorship and support for their information security 
programmes from leadership outside the IT organisation. CEO  
and/or board-level sponsorship has remained constant at 30 
per cent while sponsorship from a steering committee increased 
from seven per cent to 12 per cent. There are interesting regional 
differences, with 57 per cent of respondents in North America 
indicating sponsorship from outside IT, lower than 63 per cent in 
Western Europe and 67 per cent in Asia/Pacific. An effective 
governance forum, such as the Corporate Information Security 
Steering Committee (CISSC), becomes the authoritative 
representative of the CEO, the board and the senior business 
unit managers. Because a CISSC should consist primarily of 
business representatives, the level of sponsorship from such 
bodies is expected to continue to increase as governance 
functions continue to mature. 

Although half of the respondents indicate the governance 
body is involved in assessing and approving the IT security 
policies, only 30 per cent indicated that the business units are 
actively involved in developing the policies that will affect their 
businesses, showing a continued lack of active engagement 
with the business.

More information on the report, ‘Survey Analysis: Information Security 
Governance, 2015-16’, can be found at: www.gartner.com

Global News
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Feature

Checking culture

In a new Board Briefing published by the IBE, Peter	Montagnon looks at the role of the 
internal auditor in embedding corporate culture. 

Three broad conclusions emerged from the Institute of 
Business Ethics (IBE) Board Briefing on Ethics, Risk and 
Governance published in 2014 (see Governance Issue 243, 
September 2014) . The first was that values and culture, 
which determine how a company treats its stakeholders 
and the way it does business, are integral to its business 
model and its entire operation. They are not just an overlay, 
and so matter to boards. The second and third conclusions 
follow from this. Boards have both to understand and shape 
what drives behaviour at all levels in the business, and also 
to assure themselves that the culture they think they have 
is the one they have actually got and that it is consistently 
embedded throughout their organisation.

This is where internal audit comes in. Can internal audit help 
a board understand how the firm’s culture is embedded in 
a way that affects behaviour throughout the organisation? 
What needs to be done differently or better to help ensure 
that this is the case? Expectations of internal audit have been 
growing, and this Board Briefing sets out to pick up on how 
to tackle the issue of culture. 

The timing is opportune because, principally at the behest 
of financial regulators and supervisors, the internal audit 
profession itself has begun to examine the contribution it 
could and should be making. Moreover, questions about 
corporate culture have been raised in the non-financial 
sector where companies have got into trouble. So the 
question about how a poor culture adds to corporate risk 
and vice versa is a universal one. The issue is a tricky one, 
however, because, traditionally, internal auditors have been 
trained to measure things and culture is a soft quality, not 
readily subject to formal controls. An underlying thesis of 
the IBE Board Briefing is nonetheless that internal audit has 
the scope to do more and will find its contribution more 
rewarding if it succeeds. 

The Chartered Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA) defines 
the role of its members as being ‘to provide independent 
assurance that an organisation’s risk management, 
governance and internal control processes are operating 
effectively’. This rather dry description belies the growing 
importance of what internal auditors are increasingly seeking 
– and being asked – to do. They are often thought of as 
control geeks, preoccupied with the niggling detail of process 
and reporting, and far removed from the actual running of 
the business they serve. In fact, internal auditors have an 
important and much wider role in its success. As the eyes 
and ears of the board and senior management they are, or 

should be, able to point out where things are at risk of going 
wrong, where the agreed strategy is not working and where 
the company is in danger of tripping up.

Andrew Bailey, now head of the UK Prudential Regulation 
Authority, sought to bolster the status of internal audit in 
a 2012 interview. ‘We do want to see the internal audit 
profession taken seriously within the institutions that we 
regulate. We want it to have an appropriate profile and 
thereby bolster the standing of the profession’, he told Audit 
& Risk magazine.

As he spoke, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision 
was preparing to launch a set of international guidelines 
for internal auditors of banks stressing the breadth and 
importance of their role.1 With the active encouragement of 
the regulators, the IIA produced a code of practice for the 
financial sector.2 Welcoming it, Martin Wheatley, head of  
the UK Financial Conduct Authority said: ‘Internal auditors 
must be front and centre of ensuring their firm acts with 
integrity’. While that put the audit of culture firmly on the 
agenda for banks, the debate is now moving out into the 
broader economy with the publication in 2014 of a more 
general IIA report, Culture and the role of internal audit.3 

The IBE Board Briefing seeks to complement the IIA’s 
excellent effort by setting it in the context of real life 
experience one year on. It consists of a series of interviews 
with people from a range of business sectors who are 
seeking to confront the challenge in a practical way. All are 
senior practitioners. All have thought about the role of internal 
audit in assessing culture and are pushing the envelope, 
though often this still remains a question of looking at cultural 
aspects around the implementation of controls. Most are still 
some way off an approach that would isolate and assess 
culture itself as a first stage towards mitigating the risk that 
comes from a flawed culture. In the belief that it helps to 
learn from the experience of others, they speak about their 
approach in their own words.

The interviews themselves were conducted in a three-month 
period in the spring of 2015. For reasons of space it has 
not been possible to publish the entire transcript. What the 
Briefing contains from the interviews are elements which 
cast a particular light on the challenge rather than the 
general comments with which most agree. Thus it is clear 
from the conversations that a direct reporting line to an 
independent board member, most probably the chair of the 
audit committee, is critically important, but this needs to be 
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managed in a way that does not cut across the authority of the 
chief executive. A reporting line to the finance function is seen 
as less and less appropriate as the agenda broadens.

Though one firm – Aberdeen Asset Management – has made 
a conscious effort to audit culture, most interviewees agree 
that there is currently more mileage to be had in looking at 
the cultural aspects of what is being audited rather than in 
separating out culture itself. At issue is not so much the level 
of compliance with codes of behaviour or regulations but how 
that compliance is delivered. Late or grudging reporting of 
information, for example, is a worrying indication of a flawed 
culture, as is failure to complete relevant training. As Airbus 
puts it in its interview, bribery is not per se a cultural issue. 
The way the company deals with it and the associated risks is 
where culture comes in.

Yet this is not just about strengthening compliance. Ideally 
a company should strive towards a strong culture in which 
compliance comes naturally. In a customer services business, 
for example, the ideal culture is one where people provide a 
great service because that is the culture of the organisation, 
not because they are complying with policies that tell them 
to do so. Looked at this way, a strong culture can help 
a company deliver success. The more internal audit can 
pinpoint where a company stands on the culture spectrum, 
the more it will contribute in a positive way to the success of 
the business. In the process it can make all involved more 
aware of culture, though it can never replace the board and 
leadership in setting values at the outset and in implementing 
remedies that are called for when the culture turns out to be 
weaker than desired.

Many practitioners mentioned the need to look at root  
causes for behavioural weaknesses. The question is not 
just what has happened in terms of compliance with 
expectations, but why the result is the way it is, especially 
when something has gone wrong. This suggests a need to 
look at how objectives are set and assessed and to look 
for intelligence in what are, perhaps, new places like staff 
turnover and exit interviews. If they are going to examine 
root causes, internal auditors will inevitably end up making 
judgements which still provokes resistance.

It is worth noting that internal auditors are not alone in being 
pressed on culture. The banking sector was criticised by the 
Parliamentary Commission on Banking Standards for only 
paying lip service to the so-called ‘three lines of defence’ 
model and is now being required to be more rigorous. In this 
model (explained in more detail in Appendix 2 of the Board 
Briefing), internal audit is the third line of defence, while the 
first is controls at the business unit level and the second 
controls and functions at group level, like risk and compliance 
as well as IT and HR. It should not be up to internal audit 

to replicate the first and second lines of defence, but it is 
appropriate to integrate the effort and ensure that they are 
doing what they are supposed to do. Leadership at board 
level can and should ensure that all three are working 
productively together.

All this means that internal audit needs to work together 
with others. HR is a natural ally, but these conversations 
also show an important interplay with those responsible for 
ethics and compliance. That can help with identifying risks, 
understanding metrics and designing questionnaires.

Audit of culture does not mean taking a sweeping view and 
assigning an overall score. Some would argue that this is 
the job of boards and management. The greater the clarity 
with which boards and senior management have set and 
communicated their expectations of the culture they want 
in their organisation, the more effective internal audit can be 
in drawing attention to areas of the organisation which are 
not aligned with that culture.

Most interviewees said they could smell a bad culture a mile 
off. A vital challenge for internal audit lies in identifying and 
addressing the pockets where culture is weak or could easily 
be improved. Even where the culture is generally good, the 
danger that lies with the outliers can be extreme. 

Internal auditors who can address this are making an 
important contribution. They have evolved from mere 
monitors to agents for positive change and to become 
challenging coaches. It will take time for the profession to 
complete this transformation, but the journey is now under 
way and the pace needs to be maintained.

1 Bank for International Settlements (June 2012) The internal audit 
function in banks. 

2 Chartered Institute of Internal Auditors (July 2013) Effective 
internal audit in the financial services sector.

3 Chartered Institute of Internal Auditors (July 2014) Culture and the 
role of internal audit: looking below the surface.

Peter Montagnon joined the IBE as Associate Director in September 
2013. Prior to that he was Senior Investment Adviser at the Financial 
Reporting Council, which he joined after almost ten years as Director of 
Investment Affairs of the Association of British Insurers. The Institute of 
Business Ethics is a registered charity which promotes high standards 
of business practice based on ethical values, helping organisations to 
strengthen their ethics culture through the sharing of knowledge and 
good practice. The Board Briefing: ‘Checking culture: a new role for 
internal audit’ can be obtained from their website at a cost of £25.
www.ibe.org.uk
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Feature

The Strategic Report: its status and significance

Mark	Cardale	gives a summary of the current status of the Strategic Report in the UK, how it 
got there and highlights potential problem areas.

The introduction of the Strategic Report in October 2013 
was in a sense the culmination of a process to establish 
an appropriate form of annual narrative report within the 
UK, which had begun some years earlier with proposals 
for an Operating and Financial Review and continued with 
the requirement for a Business Review within the Directors’ 
Report. The statutory provisions concerning the Strategic 
Report, introduced into the Companies Act 2006 (CA 2006) 
by regulation, did not in fact greatly change the legal rules 
surrounding the Business Review, but they have acted as 
something of a catalyst in bringing together, sometimes 
confusingly, a number of different strands of thought about 
narrative reporting. 

All UK companies, with the exception only of those ranking 
as ‘small’ and thus exempt also from audit, are now required 
to prepare an annual ‘Strategic Report’, which members (and 
sometimes beneficial owners) are entitled to receive. The 
Strategic Report is a principal part of the Annual Report, a 
narrative complement to the financial statements; but it may 
also be published separately. It can be both a fixed focal 
point in discussions between a board and its shareholders, 
and a focus for the board itself in clarifying its thinking about 
the company, its business and prospects.

Although some additional contents requirements for larger 
companies are likely to arise out of EU proposals – the EU 
has long had a significant role in driving developments in 
narrative reporting – the place of the Strategic Report within 
the reporting regime for UK companies now seems firmly 
established. Many companies are, however, still feeling their 
way with issues surrounding best practice in meeting legal 
and other requirements in addition to the expectations of the 
investor community and perhaps wider sections of society. 

Listed companies, including those listed or traded in some 
recognised markets overseas, have significant additional 
disclosure obligations concerning their business model 
and strategy, which were brought into the CA 2006 when 
the Business Review was replaced; some had earlier been 
required under the UK Corporate Governance Code (the 
‘Code’). ‘Medium-sized’ companies have reduced obligations 
with respect to non-financial KPIs. But otherwise the basic 
content requirements are the same for all companies (with 
special requirements for group companies reflecting their 
status as such).

The new statutory provisions (CA 2006 s. 414C as now 
amended) do no more than lay down an outline for the 
Strategic Report’s contents, leaving companies with 
wide discretion as to the manner in which they choose to 

present the information required. Against this background, 
the Department of Business, Innovation and Skills (‘BIS’) 
requested the FRC to update its previous Guidance on 
Narrative Reporting and produce new guidance specifically 
relating to the Strategic Report (the ‘Guidance’). 

The FRC had already launched the Financial Reporting Lab 
in 2011 to improve the effectiveness of corporate reporting 
in the UK. The Lab is an interactive website for companies 
and investors, and is intended to provide a ‘safe environment 
for listed companies and investors to explore innovative 
reporting solutions that better meet their needs’. It has  
also published a number of reports, and is referred to  
again below.

The Guidance, which was published in June 2014 following 
public consultation and some published correspondence 
with BIS, is expressed to be ‘non-mandatory’ and of 
persuasive effect only. The FRC says that it is written with the 
requirements of quoted companies in mind (particularly listed 
companies applying the Code), but to represent best practice 
for all companies. 

The aims of the Guidance are stated to be principles-based, 
to be mindful of developments in best practice for narrative 
reporting and to be aligned with the requirements of the 
Code. The Guidance does little to describe exactly what 
developments there have been in best practice for narrative 
reporting, but the content requirements in themselves may be 
said to reflect something of such developments. Consistent 
with its aim of alignment with the Code, the Guidance 
stresses the importance of the Code requirement of ‘fair, 
balanced and understandable’ reporting. Alongside this, the 
FRC is also keen to promote the desirability of ‘clear and 
concise’ reporting, the subject of a review published in 2014 
by the Financial Reporting Lab. 

The CA 2006 requires the Strategic Report to contain a  
‘fair review’ of the company’s business and a description 
of the principal risks and uncertainties it faces; a ‘balanced 
and comprehensive’ analysis of the company’s performance 
during the past year, using KPIs; and, for ‘quoted’ 
companies, an account of future trends likely to affect its 
performance, descriptions of its strategy and business 
model, and information on environmental and other ‘social’ 
issues (including employment and gender diversity statistics). 
To all of this may be added the assessment of the company’s 
viability in light of the principal risks it faces, required under 
provision C.2.2 of the Code since last year and likely to be 
included in the Strategic Report where relevant.
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We can see in these requirements the influence of 
‘sustainability reporting’ with an emphasis on corporate social 
responsibility – the responsibilities of companies to society 
as a whole, not just shareholders, recognised in part by the 
duties of directors under the CA 2006 to have regard to wider 
stakeholder interests. Starting in the late 1990s, and reinforced 
by the 2007/8 financial crisis, these developments have 
drawn attention to the significance of non-financial issues; 
and sustainability itself has become focused on the use of 
resources – human, environmental, intellectual and others as 
well as financial – with a view to the sustained and long-term 
profitability of an enterprise. These are the sort of things which 
may find favour with the proponents of integrated reporting, by 
which a single report will bring together all the issues contributing 
to the creation (or destruction) of value in a particular company, 
the better to identify drivers for value creation.

We can also see recognition in the CA 2006 of the 
usefulness of narrative reporting in describing a company’s 
future prospects, avoiding the use of estimated numbers 
hedged about with conditions, but providing useful insights 
into risks and opportunities important to an assessment 
of the company’s prospects. In this context, it is relevant 
that the CA 2006 imposes no liability on directors for 
inaccuracies in the Strategic Report except where these 
arise out of actual knowledge/dishonesty, or recklessness: 
the so-called ‘safe-harbour’ provided by CA 2006 s. 463, 
which BIS sees as discouraging an over-cautious attitude to 
forward looking statements.

A further component of the statutory requirements is the use 
of mandatory reporting requirements to push for changes in 
behaviour – reflecting the calls for more diversity on boards, 
more consideration of the environmental impact of company 
activity and more intervention on executive remuneration. 
Often legislators have preferred not to impose specific legal 
requirements for change, but to impose specific reporting 
requirements which discourage selective reporting on a 
company’s ‘good works’, but keep shareholders informed 
and increase boards’ awareness of the issues. This may 
help to make companies more accountable and perhaps 
encourage changes in behaviour. Whether it is always right, 
or effective, to use shareholders in this way to promote social 
change is perhaps open to question.

The CA 2006 is not prescriptive about the manner of 
disclosure within the Strategic Report, although it does 
impose a materiality limitation on some disclosures – that 
they should be ‘necessary for an understanding of the 
development, performance or position of the company’s 
business’ – whose importance is emphasised in the 
Guidance. Generally, the Guidance encourages companies 
to ‘experiment and be innovative’ in the drafting of annual 
reports, so that companies can best ‘tell their [own] story’ 

within the regulatory framework. The Guidance also makes 
much of the desirability of ‘linkage’ between information 
in the Strategic Report and the rest of the Annual Report, 
to promote the cohesiveness of the Annual Report, and 
the importance of ‘placement’ of information to make it 
accessible. It says that effective placement can be assisted 
by cross-references to required disclosures elsewhere in 
the Annual Report, and by ‘signposting’ complementary 
information not required in the Annual Report at all.

The issues of linkage and placement are tied up with 
the place of the Strategic Report within the Annual 
Report, which will also include, for listed companies, the 
Directors’ Remuneration Report, the Directors’ Report 
(now containing a strange mix of detailed information, 
from the names of directors to carbon gas emissions), 
and the Corporate Governance Statement (explaining the 
company’s application of the Code or other governance 
arrangements), in addition to the financial statements and 
now lengthy auditors’ report. This is frankly all rather messy, 
and inevitably makes for a long read – difficult in the short 
period immediately preceding a company’s AGM. It may 
also detract from the Strategic Report’s intended status as 
the ‘top layer’ of information for shareholders.

Practical issues concerned with the undoing of  
cross-references arise if the company exercises its new 
statutory option to deliver to members and others a copy of 
the Strategic Report and specified ‘supplementary material’ 
instead of the full Annual Report. These problems are 
addressed in the Guidance. Some companies may attempt 
to simplify matters by separately publishing an abbreviated 
form of Strategic Report for members and others, but BIS 
has pointed out that directors risk losing the ‘safe-harbour’ 
protections described above for any negligent mis-statements 
contained in such documents.

The additional resources available to large (FTSE 100) 
companies may assist them to meet the requirements of 
the Strategic Report. Many smaller companies face more 
difficulties, perhaps reflecting some companies’ (not always 
justified) lack of confidence in the value of the Report and 
some defensiveness, leading to the disclosure of information 
which may be irrelevant or immaterial. In June this year, the 
FRC published a discussion paper on reporting by smaller 
listed and AIM companies, containing proposals on which the 
FRC has invited feedback prior to their implementation.

The Financial Reporting Lab is now proposing to conduct a 
project on Business Model Reporting, in which companies, 
investors and analysts are asked to participate. This will be 
the first in a series of projects also covering Principal Risk and 
Viability Reporting, which is expected to assist companies 
to understand how the investment community is using 
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disclosures in decision-making processes, what information is 
most useful and how it may be best presented. Companies, 
investors and analysts wishing to participate should make 
their interest known to the FRC by 15 September this year. 

Mark Cardale is an independent consultant who has worked as a 
corporate lawyer and is qualified as a chartered secretary. He is 
the editor and co-author of the 5th edition of A Practical Guide to 
Corporate Governance, published by Sweet & Maxwell last year.
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